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1 Introduction
Due to the ever increasing number of multimedia documents one is potentially
confronted with everyday, tools are eagerly awaited to ease the navigation
through massive quantities of digital media files. Summaries provide an interesting solution to this problem. Indeed, by looking at a summarized version of
a document one is able to quickly identify interesting or relevant documents.
In this chapter, we present a brief review of recent approaches in video
summarization, and then we propose our approach based on the Maximum
Recollection Principle. We show that this approach is supported by reasonable assumptions, and that this principle can be applied in diverse situations.
In particular, we describe how it can be applied to the summarization of a
single video sequence, a set of video sequences, and a combined audio-video
sequence. For all these cases, we present some experimentation and discuss
implementation issues for the corresponding algorithms.

2 State of the art in video summarization
The automatic creation of multimedia summaries is a rather powerful tool
which allows to synthesize the entire content of a document while preserving
the most important or most representative parts. Here, we concentrate on
video summarization. In this respect, the creation of a video summary will
result in a new document which may consist on an arrangement of video sequences or an arrangement of images. In other word, a video summary may
take the form of a dynamic or a static document. The original document represented in such an abstract manner may find various perusals. It may help,
for example, to get a quick feel about the content of a document or even about
the general content of an entire database of multimedia documents. Another
example of possible usage, particularly well suited for multi-episode TV series,
is the ability to identify documents which have already been watched. Along
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the same line a video summary should enable the viewer to decide whether
the content of the original is relevant or not. This leads us to the obvious fact
that a document can be summarized in a number different ways. Each of these
individual summaries may have equal quality with respect to their intentional
usage despite being different. This clearly exposes the difficulties associated
with the task of automatic video summarization. In the context of text summarization, Mani and Maybury [1] have identified three important factors
for summary creation and evalutation; Conciseness, Context and Coverage.
He et al. [2] address the same issue for video summarization and identify a
fourth factor; Coherence. Video summarization has started to receive interest
from the research community in the mid nineties [3][4][5][6][7]. Since then, the
topic has received an ever increasing attention. The approaches found in the
literature are extremely varied, and can be organized along a number of potential axes, such as the modalities employed to create the summary, the type
of summary created (static vs dynamic), the method used for the creation
(the selection process), whether the method offers generic properties or has
suitable for a specific type of video. Here, we will divide the literature into
2 main categories according to the type of summary created by the method.
This choice is motivated from the fact that some application may fit more
closely one type of summary than the other. Having said that, it is possible
to transpose a dynamic summary into a static one by performing key-frame
selection. The opposite, converting a static summary into dynamic one, is also
achievable by recovering shots from which key-frames were selected in order
to create the video skim. We shall now report some of the ap-proaches from
the literature for dynamic and static summary creation.
2.1 Dynamic Summaries
Dynamic summaries are often referred to as video-skims. Video-skims may
be seen video preview where shots or scenes which have been classified as
less important or less relevant are skipped. This type of summaries has the
advantage over their static counterpart to combine images (video) and audio.
This allows the summary to convey more information about the original content of the multimedia document. In its most simplistic form a video-skim is
created by extracting pieces of video of fixed duration at intervals uniformly
distributed over the video [9]. Nam and Tawfik [8] have proposed an approach
which extends the basic scheme by sub-sampling the video non-linearly. The
rate depends directly on the amount of visual activity measured within the
shots. Others including [10] and [11], have proposed to basically fast-forward
through the video in a uniform or adaptive manner. The major drawback of
such approaches is the distortion caused to the original material. Overall, the
common task of more advanced algorithms is the selection of the excerpts to
retain for the summary. Obviously, this will essentially depend on the objective
and the application domain of the summary. Some view the summarization
process as one where the objective is to remove redundant scenes or shots
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from the original document. In [12], a self similarity matrix of video features
is employed to select and adjust video excerpts length. This selection process may also be addressed like a clustering problem. In [12], visual features
grouped according to their similarity and excerpts which lie closest to cluster
centers are used to construct the summary. Similar approaches [13][14][15]
have extended this idea with the use of additional modalities such as audio,
text, motion, etc In the case of domain specific methods, it might be possible
to detect particular events, such as goals in a soccer game or action scenes
in a movie. In [16], Lienhart et al. studied the properties generally found in
movie trailer, which resulted in a number of event detectors based on video,
audio and text features. The location of events detected in the movie indicates which shots/scenes should be present in the trailer. Another event based
technique was proposed by Chang et al. [17]. In this work, baseball game highlights are detected using HMM models trained on 7 different game actions.
Another class of methods achieves video summarization by looking at the evolution through time of a single or a set of features. In effect, a score (feature
value) is computed and associated with each temporal video element; A shot,
a frame, a caption word, a sentence, etc depending on the modality and the
method. The selection scheme for video-skims candidates based on temporal
element feature value may be threshold based, maxima based [18] or obtained
in a greedy manner [19][20]. In such approaches, the challenge is to identify
the right set of features.
2.2 Static Summaries
As opposed to dynamic summaries, it is possible to present static summaries
differently. The static summary may be viewed like a story-board (or a film
strip), a mosaic of key-frames, a slideshow or a flowchart. Its major advantage
over video-skims is the possibility to present the content with an emphasis
on its importance or relevance rather then in a sequential manner. The most
basic way to create a static summary is to perform some sub-sampling on
the video, at a rate based upon the number of key-frame desired [4][5]. The
major drawback of summarization through direct sub sampling is that there
are little guarantees that the selected key-frames have some sort of relevance.
A step toward improving the selection process is to detect content change
in the video and retain key-frames from the segmented shots [3][21][22]. The
difference between such approaches resides in the method employed to select
the representative frame or frames for each shot. This may be realized in a
systematic manner (i.e. by taking the first frame of each shot [3], or competitive process over shot frames [23]. An obvious way to select candidate
frames to summarize a video is to cluster features extracted from the video
and identify representative key-frames from each cluster. Other approaches,
view the video as a curve in a multi-dimensional space of feature where each
video frame is represented as a point. In this framework proposed by DeMenthon et al. [24] the process of summarization corresponds to the selection a
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set of points (frames) on the curve for which retain as much as possible the
general shape of the curve. In effect, polygonal approximation techniques can
be employed to provide solutions. In [24], a recursive binary curve splitting
algorithm is used to this end but alternative algorithms such as discrete contour evolution [25] may also be employed. Event detection is yet another way
to capture and identify important video frames. The most common attribute
employed for event detection is motion. In [26], Lui et al. extract representative frames based on the analysis of the motion patterns within shots. Others
[27][28], base the selection process on characteristic motions of extracted region from frames. Content characteristic may also be of importance in order
to determine the importance of a shot. For example, knowing that a frame
contains people [38] or specific objects with a given behaviour [29] can take a
part in the summary creation process. Approaches relying on event detection
are generally too specific to deal with arbitrary videos and are therefore application domain limited. In an attempt to obtain summaries with as much
fidelity as possible to the original multimedia document, Chang et al. [30] introduced the idea of using frame with maximum frame coverage as summary
representative. This idea has then been extended by Yahiaoui et al. [31] to
the selection of the set of frames which are the most frequently found (or
sufficiently similar to at least one frame) in excerpts of a given duration. A
variant of this approach [32] has been developed for multi-episode video summarization in an attempt to exhibit the major differences between episodes
of TV series. This approach insures that the resulting summaries will have
little redundancy while covering as many different aspects of the video as the
number of key-frames selected.
2.3 Summary Evaluation
Evaluation of video summaries is an issue often overlooked by researcher. This
is probably due to the fact that is there is no standard measure to access the
quality of a summary. Moreover, the quality of a summary depends greatly
on it intended purpose as well as the application domain, thus it is not possible to define a general performance measure. Furthermore, the process of
summary evaluation is a highly subjective one. The most common evaluation
found in the literature [33][34] consists in presenting results of the approach
for a number of multimedia documents and providing some motivation for
the selected sequences or key-frames. Some researchers go through the time
consuming process of involving users in the evaluation process. This more realistic evaluation procedure may be performed in three different manners. In
the first scenario [26][38], users or experts are asked to summarize some document in order to obtain a ground truth which can then by compared with the
automatically created one. In the second scenario [35], they are asked to judge
or access of the quality of computer generated summaries with respect to the
original videos. In the last scenario [36][37], the summaries are presented to
the evaluation users along with a set of tasks or questions. The quality of the
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answers is then analyzed to grade the summary and therefore the underlying
construction methodology. It is nonetheless possible to define a metric in order
to access the quality of the summaries. This metric is in most case directly
derived from the fidelity factor used to perform the selection process and is
therefore often biases toward the newly proposed approach [30][33][2]. In an
effort to provide common metric for video summarization algorithms, DeMenthon et al. [39] have proposed an automatic performance evaluation based on
performance evaluation metrics used in the field database retrieval. The review presented as introduction to this chapter about video summarization is
by no mean exhaustive. For a more comprehensive review of the field we invite
the interested readers to have a look at the following papers [40][41][42].

3 Maximum Recollection Principle
3.1 Definition
The idea for the Maximum Recollection Principle (MRP) was suggested by
the situation where some people randomly zap to a TV channel, watch a few
seconds and are able to recognize a movie that they have already seen. The
formalization of this idea leads to the following statement:
The summary of a document should contain such information to maximize the probability that a user would recognize the document when
exposed to an extract of the document.
This statement provides the basis for a sound framework to define optimal
summaries, while leaving much flexibility in the application to various types
of documents. Several arguments support the use of the MRP:
• first, it is a reasonable objective for a summary, as the ”zapping example”
is a very common situation,
• second, it provides a measurable criterion (probability of recognition), so
that an optimal summary can be defined,
• third, it leaves open the precise definition of an extract, which information
from the document is being displayed, (we have found that a random
choice of the extract is a good start, but the duration of the extract is still
a parameter of the summarization),
• finally, the concept of ”recognition” can be implemented in a number of
different ways, leading to variations which can be adapted to numerous
situations (for example, different similarity measures or different document
types).
The application of the Maximum Recollection Principle to video sequences
gives a simple illustration of the principle. A video sequence is a sequence
of images V = I1 , I2 , . . . IT . A summary is a selection of key-frames: S =
Is(1) , Is(2) , Is(k) (we assume that the size k of the summary is fixed, either
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by the system or by the user). We suppose that a virtual user has seen the
summary and is presented a random excerpt E(r, d) = Ir , Ir+1 , Ir+d , of the
video. The user will recognize the video V if at least one of the images of
the excerpt E(r, d) is similar to an image in the summary. Images I and
I 0 are similar is the value of a similarity function sim(I, I 0 ) is less than a
predefined threshold θ. The quality of the summary can then be measured as
the percentage of excerpts for which the recognition occurs. Formally,
perf(S) = #{E(r, d) : ∃i, j sim(Is(i) , Ir+j ) < θ}

(1)

(this number can be also normalized by the total number of excerpts).
3.2 Illustration
As an example, suppose that images have been clustered into similarity classes,
so that two images are considered similar if and only if they belong to the
same class. The summary is composed of a number of similarity classes (there
is no need for two images of the same class in the summary). If we consider
excerpts of length one, then the probability that the excerpt will be similar
to an image of the summary is simply the sum of the frequencies of the class
in the summary. Therefore, the optimal summary (in this simplistic case) is
composed of the most frequent similarity classes. If we consider excerpts with
length greater than two, then the situation is more complex, as two frequent
similarity classes may often correspond to the same excerpts, and therefore be
redundant in the summary. For example, assumes that the similarity classes
are named A, B, C, . . . , and the video is composed of images forming the
sequence:
ABC.ABC.AB.A.
(where the period indicates another similarity class than A, B, C). With excerpts of length 1, we can draw the following performance table for summaries
S1 = {A, B} and S2 = {A, C}.
Video
A B C . A B C . A B . A . Perf
S1 = {A, B} + + - - + + - - + + - + - 7
S2 = {A, C} + - + - + - + - + - - + - 6

The best summary is evidently the one composed with the most frequent
similarity classes, in this example, A and B.
If excerpts have a length of two, then excerpts overlap, so that the performance table becomes: (where a + indicates a match with the excerpt starting
at this position).
In this case, the best summary is S2 , despite the fact that class C is less
frequent than class B. The reason is that the performance criterion will only
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Video
A B C . A B C . A B . A . Perf
S1 = {A, B} + + - + + + - + + + + + - 10
S2 = {A, C} + + + + + + + + + - + + - 11

count one when several classes contribute to the same excerpt. Therefore, the
optimal summary will be based on a selection of classes which exhibit an
optimal mix of high frequency but also high spread throughout the video.
3.3 Experiments
In order to validate our approach, we have performed a number of experiments.
Several issues are considered:
• experiment with reasonable similarity measures,
• design efficient summary construction algorithms,
• evaluate the performance of the summaries with respect to the excerpt
length.
Visual similarity is a very difficult and complex topic. In order to define
a simple and reasonable similarity measure, we have manually labeled pairs
of images as visually similar or not, then we have compared the re-sults of
several simple similarity measures. We have found that the measure which
provides the most coherent results with our manual labeling was based on blob
histograms. We have used this measure throughout our experiments. We have
focused our work on the efficient construction of summaries. The performance
criterion that we have defined requires a combinatorial enumeration to select
the optimal summary. The reason is that, if we try to build the optimal
summary by successively adding keyframes, the selection of a keyframe may
completely rearrange the importance of the remaining keyframes. To tackle
this problem, we have explored suboptimal ways of gradually constructing the
summary. With our approach we build the summary in a greedy fashion by
selecting the best keyframe at each step, then, when the desired size is reached,
we try to replace every frame with a better frame if it exists. We found that
this process was near optimal from a performance perspective, while being
much faster than complete enumeration from a computational perspective.
We have also experimented with the importance of the excerpt duration on
the quality of summaries. In our experiments, we have used different videos: F1
and F2 are 16 minutes episodes of a TV series, H is a 50 min documentary, and
C is a 45 minutes fiction. We also used the first 16 minutes H1 and C1 of H and
C. We have computed the performance of summaries composed of 6 keyframes,
for excerpt durations varying from 4 to 40 seconds. The results are indicated
in figure N. They show that the performance increase with excerpt duration,
which is obvious as there are more chances to recognize a similarity with a
summary keyframe when the excerpt is longer. TV series provide a better
performance, which can probably explained by the fact that the setting of the
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scene is generally fixed or limited, which increases the chances of similarity. Of
course, the duration of the video is also of importance, and the shorter version
H1 and C1 have better performance than H and C, although still lower than
the performance for TV series of the same duration.

Fig. 1. Summary coverage with respect to excerpt duration
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Assume that the user has seen the summaries of all the videos and is
presented with an excerpt of an unknown video. Three cases may happen:
• if the excerpt has no similarity with any of the summaries, then the unknown video remains unknown,
• if the excerpt has some similarities with one of the summaries S, then the
video is identified as the corresponding video,
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• if the excerpt has some similarities with several of the summaries, then
the case is ambiguous and the video cannot be uniquely identified.
According to the MRP, we should try to build a set of summaries which
maximize the probability of correct answer occurring in case two, and minimize the other cases. The optimal construction of summaries becomes much
more difficult in the case of multi-videos. If we try to build the summaries progressively, by adding keyframes one by one, it may happen that a keyframe
which would be very good for the performance of a summary would also create
many ambiguities with other previously selected keyframes. We have experimented with several strategies to select heuristically interesting keyframes to
be added, the idea being to jointly maximize the number of similarities that
can be found in the current video and minimize the number of confusions that
it may create in other videos.
4.2 Experiments
We have evaluated our algorithms on a set of 6 episodes of a TV series.
The construction of the summaries is iterative, one keyframe being added
to each summary in turn. The following figure shows the number of correct
identifications, incorrect identifications and ambiguities in the summaries built
for various excerpt durations.
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therespect
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built with
Fig.
Multi-Summaries
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to excerpt
duration
respect to the excerpt duration. For this, we consider the summaries built
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for a different
excerpt duration.
The results that
are given
in table
be-respect to
the excerpt duration. For this, we consider the summaries built by the
low:
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best method for a given excerpt duration, and we evaluate their performance
for a different excerpt duration. The results are given in the figure below:

Fig. 3. Summary coverage with respect to excerpt duration

These results show that, except for summaries built for a duration of 1
second, the performance remains quite stable. For example, a summary built
for a duration of 4 seconds has almost the same performance on a duration of
20 seconds as the optimal summary.

5 Joint Video and Text summarization
In this section, we assume that the documents are composed of both video and
text, the text being the synchronized transcription of the audio channel. An
excerpt of the document will contain both the video and the corresponding
audio. A summary will be composed of a set of keyframes and keywords.
The Maximum Recollection Principle can be applied easily again in this case.
An excerpt of the document will be recognized if an image of the video is
similar to a keyframe of the summary, or a word in the audio is similar to a
keyword of the summary. The performance of the summary is the percentage
of excerpts that are recognized. One may argue about the relevance of the
similarity criterion for key-words. While for images, similarity is generally a
convincing argument for the similarity of the videos, this is not really true for
keywords, except maybe for very rare words. In fact, keywords can be more
considered as hints for similarity than complete evidence. We have explored
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this issue in other work (not presented here, because it deals with keywords
only), for example by considering the number of documents on the Internet
that are retrieved from a single keyword as an indicator of the pertinence of the
keyword. Though, for joint video and text summarization, we have found that
the usage of keyword similarity provides a sensible way of selecting keywords
from the document. Although this issue deserves deeper investigations, we
consider our current approach as a useful step in this direction. The text from
the audio track is filtered (common words are removed, as in information
retrieval systems, and words are stemmed). The similarity between keywords
is simply the identity of the stems. The construction process of the summaries
remains similar to the case of video only: the process starts with an empty
summary and tries to add elements one by one. An element can be either a
keyframe or a keyword. At each step, the element which best improves the
performance of the summary is selected.
5.1 Experiments
We have tested our approach on several videos. We have obtained the transcription of the audio track through the caption channel. This provides us with
keywords and timecode information that relates them to the corresponding
keyframes. As an example, the following figure shows a summary with 10
elements for a documentary about the Amazonian forest.

FOREST – MONKEYS – ANIMALS
ANTS – JUNGLE – WATER
TAKE – GROUND – MACAWS
Fig. 4. Analgorithm
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multi-modal
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with the possible excerpts. We can also impose to
of the summaries on several documents, as a function of the
number of images and an excerpt duration of 20 seconds.
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use a predefined number of images and key-words in the summary. This may
happen for example, when the summary should be displayed inside a predefined template. The following figure shows the performance of the summaries
on several documents, as a function of the number of images and an excerpt
duration of 20 seconds.

Fig. 5. Summary performance vs number of images
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video summaries are used effectively. With the ever increasing storage, networkability, and processing power of consumer electronic devices (CE-devices),
developing a common platform would result in a home network with tremendous possibilities. The challenging task of storing and retrieving information
in the home network was the focus of the project. Today’s CE-devices are
able to store hundreds of hours of video, thousands of songs, and ten thousands of photographs, etc. Solutions are required to organize and retrieve the
various documents (mp3, mpeg, jpeg, etc) in a user friendly manner. To address the issue of navigation and content selection, multimedia summaries are
introduced to provide an effective solution. In the SPATION project two different types of summaries are automatically computed on the devices; a video
trailers and visual overviews consisting of representative frames [43]. Those
different types of generated summaries can be used in future CE-devices in a
number of ways. The automatically generated summaries can be of great assistance to users whether they wish to locate a particular program or a scene
within a program or they are trying to remember if they have already watched
a program. It may also help a user to decide whether a programme should
be deleted, archived on DVD or simple kept on the local hard drive without
having to watch at it entirely. Summaries can also be extremely useful in the
context of video on demand in order to decide if the entire movie should be
downloaded, or simple to ease the process of choosing what to watch next out
of the hundreds of hours of recorded material. In the case where summaries
can be computed on the fly, when one turns a channel on and the broadcast of
the program has already started if would be possible to display a preview of
what has happened so far (using picture in picture view for example). Among
the important functionalities related to the viewing of trailer like summaries,
the ability of pause, stop, fast-forward or rewind and skip to the next one
are very desirable. Indeed this would allow ”zapping” through summaries as
easily as zapping through broadcasts or DVD scenes. In the case of mosaic
like (still picture) summaries, it is possible to refine the level of detail of
summaries by increasing the number of representative images, or by selecting
one of the summary thumbnails in order to access directly the corresponding
scene in the original document. Another extremely useful feature relies on
the fact that is it possible to download, via Bluetooth or WiFi, summaries
on a mobile handheld device. The summaries may then be displayed on the
PDA or Philip’s iPronto while the user is on the move. For the SPATION
demonstrator, which is depicted in the figure below, a Philips iPronto is used.
This device also operates as an advanced remote control, providing access to
the home CE-devices and their multimedia documents. Having the summaries
available on the mobile device allows viewing shorter versions of the programs
while the user if away from the home. Indeed, this is also possible in the case
where the program (photo, song or even video) does not fit entirely on the device permanent storage (hard drive or flash memory based storage) to replace
it with a summarised version adapted to the amount of storage available.
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Fig. 6. The SPATION demonstrator, presenting the user with a static summary of
a broadcasted program

The SPATION demonstrator shows a realistic application for video summaries in an interactive environment. It also, proves the feasibility of such a
system and clearly gives some insight in some of the functionalities of future
home CE-devices.

8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented our approach to video summarization,
based on the Maximal Recollection Principle. Our proposal provides a criterion for the automatic evaluation of summaries, and thus allows to define
and construct optimal multimedia summaries. We have shown that it can be
applied in a variety of situations, in particular it can be used to generate optimal summaries containing both video and text. Moreover, the demonstrator
developed during the SPATION project exposes some of the many potential
usages of multimedia summaries. Indeed, summaries will un-doubtedly play
an important role within future interactive multimedia devices.
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